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Abstract
This chapter presents a coherent theory for the design of feedback controllers
that achieve stable walking gaits in underactuated bipedal robots. Two fundamental tools are introduced, virtual constraints and hybrid zero dynamics. Virtual constraints are relations on the state variables of a mechanical model that
are imposed through a time-invariant feedback controller. One of their roles is to
synchronize the robot’s joints to an internal gait phasing variable. A second role
is to induce a low dimensional system, the zero dynamics, that captures the underactuated aspects of a robot’s model, without any approximations. To enhance
intuition, the relation between physical constraints and virtual constraints is first
established. From here, the hybrid zero dynamics of an underactuated bipedal
model is developed, and its fundamental role in the design of asymptotically
stable walking motions is established. The chapter includes numerous references
to robots on which the highlighted techniques have been implemented.

Definition
Underactuation is ubiquitous in human locomotion and should be ubiquitous
in bipedal robotic locomotion as well. This article focuses on a feedback control
method that directly deals with underactuation. Virtual constraints and hybrid
zero dynamics provide tools to build a low dimensional system and a control
law that account for the effects of underactuation on a robot’s motion, without
approximation of the dynamics of the studied robot.

Introduction
Models of bipedal robots are hybrid, nonlinear, and typically, high dimensional. In addition, as will be motivated shortly, the continuous portion of the
dynamics is often underactuated. A further complication is that a steady walking
cycle is a non-trivial periodic motion. This means that standard stability tools
for static equilibria do not apply. Instead, one must use tools appropriate for the
study of periodic orbits, such as Poincaré return maps. The overall complexity
in the modelling and analysis of bipedal locomotion has in turn motivated a
host of gait design methods that are built around low-dimensional approximations to the dynamics, often based on approximating the system as an inverted
pendulum, and also often approximating the legs as massless.
This article outlines an approach to gait design that applies to high-dimensional
underactuated models, without making approximations to the dynamics. As with
approximate design methods, lower dimensional models do appear, but unlike

approximate design methods, the lower dimensional models are exact, meaning that solutions of the low-dimensional model are also solutions of the highdimensional model evolving in a low-dimensional invariant surface. To get an
initial sense of what this may mean, consider a floating-base model of a bipedal
robot, and then consider the model with a point or link of the robot, such as
a leg end or foot, constrained to maintain a constant position respect to the
ground. The given contact constraint is holonomic and constant rank, and thus
using Lagrange multipliers (from the principle of virtual work), a reduced-order
model compatible with the (holonomic) contact constraint is easily computed.
When computing the reduced-order model, no approximations are involved, and
solutions of the reduced-order model are solutions of the original floating-base
model, with inputs (ground reaction forces and moments) determined by the
Lagrange multiplier.
Virtual constraints are relations (i.e., constraints) on the state variables of
the robot’s model that are achieved through the action of actuators and feedback control instead of physical contact forces. They are called virtual because
they can be re-programmed on the fly without modifying any physical connections among the links of the robot or its environment. Virtual constraints can
be used to synchronize the evolution of a robot’s links to create stable periodic
motion. Like physical constraints, under certain regularity conditions, they induce a low-dimensional invariant model, called the zero dynamics, due to the
highly influential paper [8]. The main novelty required in bipedal locomotion
arises from the hybrid nature of the models, which gives rise to the hybrid zero
dynamics.
Virtual constraints and hybrid zero dynamics originated in the study of underactuated, planar bipedal locomotion in [20, 47]; a synthesis of these methods
can be found in [46, 35], with many experiments and extensions reported in [10,
45, 11, 48, 40, 29, 41, 26, 49, 3] . The methods are currently being developed for
and applied to underactuated 3D robots; see [12, 44, 33, 21, 1, 2, 42] with experiments just beginning to be reported [6, 19]. Virtual constraints and hybrid zero
dynamics are also being used in the control of lower-limb prostheses [16, 15, 23].

Why Study Underactuation?
An important source of complexity in a bipedal robot is the degree of actuation of the model with respect to the number of degrees of freedom. When there
are fewer independent actuators than degrees of freedom, the model is underactuated . It is a common theme in robotics that underactuated models are more
challenging to control than fully actuated models.
The primary motivation of this article is the effective underactuation that
arises in a humanoid robot. Due to the finite size of its feet and the unilateral
nature of the contact forces between the foot and ground, most humanoids can
all too easily roll forward on the foot, creating an axis of rotation without actuation. Because feet are typically narrower than they are long, it is even easier
to roll laterally on the foot. Keeping the foot flat on the ground is difficult and
imposes severe restrictions on ankle torque, which is what is meant by “effective
underactuation”. In this article, the size of the foot is taken to a limiting value of

zero, namely a point foot, resulting in a truly underactuated model. Control designs that allow a robot with point feet to achieve asymptotically stable walking
gaits are developed.
Focusing on underactuation is important for at least two reasons. On one
hand, it is interesting to prove, both theoretically and experimentally, that elegant walking and running motions are possible with a mechanically simple robot
(no feet). On the other hand, if human walking is taken as the defacto standard
against which mechanical bipedal walking is to be compared, then the flat-footed
walking achieved by current robots needs to be improved. In particular, toe roll
toward the end of the single support phase needs to be allowed as part of the
gait design. Currently, this is specifically avoided because, as mentioned above,
it leads to underactuation, namely, rotation of the foot about the toe introduces
an axis of rotation with no actuation, as does lateral rotation of the foot. A nominal gait design method that produces feasible stable motions without requiring
the use of ankle torque, can always produce stable motions when powered ankles
are available, even in cases where the torque that can be produced may be very
limited. Underactuation and “effective underactuation” (severe bounds on ankle
torque) are extremely challenging for a control design philosophy based on trajectory tracking and a quasi-static stability criterion, such as the Zero Moment
Point (ZMP) [43], as is currently practiced widely in the bipedal robotics community. Moreover, the results developed in this article for point feet can easily be
extended to the case of finite size foot [11, 44]. Actuation at the foot can be used
to improve the convergence toward a periodic motion or to achieve a human-like
evolution of the ZMP.
There is considerable freedom when choosing an underactuated model. One
passive joint can be considered in the sagittal plane (at ankle or toe) for studying
planar [10] or 3D biped [44, 42] gaits. Two passive joints, one in the sagittal
plane and another in the frontal plane, can be introduced for 3D bipeds [12]
when yaw rotation is assumed to be avoided by friction. Three passive joints are
introduced to model point feet in [37]. In the present article, all of these sources
of underactuation can be handled.

Hybrid Model of a Bipedal Walker
This section introduces a hybrid dynamic model for walking motions of a
bipedal robot. The robot is assumed to consist of N ¥ 2 rigid links with mass
connected via rigid, frictionless revolute joints. The contact with the ground
is modeled as a passive point. A typical robot is depicted in Fig. 1a, which is
intentionally suggestive of a human form. All motions are assumed to consist of
successive phases of single support (stance leg on the ground and swing leg in the
air) and double support (both legs on the ground). The double support phase is
assumed to be instantaneous. Conditions that guarantee the leg ends alternate
in ground contact without slipping—while other links such as the torso or arms
remain free—must be imposed during control design. A rigid impact is used to
model the contact of the swing leg with the ground.
The distinct phases of walking naturally lead to mathematical models that
are comprised of two parts: the differential equations describing the dynamics

(a)
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Fig. 1: (a) A five-link 3D biped with point feet. The links on the stance leg end
have zero length and indicate three passive degrees of freedom: yaw, roll and
pitch. Eliminating the bottom link would model a foot with yaw fixed (due to
friction, for example), with roll and pitch free. For later use, Cartesian coordinates ppx2 , py2 , pz2 q are indicated at the swing leg end. (b) Hybrid model of walking
with point feet. Key elements are the continuous dynamics of the single support
phase, written in state space form as x9  f pxq g pxqu, the switching or impact
condition, pz2 pq q  0 and p9z2 pq, q9q
0, which detects when the height of the
swing leg above the walking surface is zero with the swing leg descending, and
the re-initialization rule coming from the impact map, ∆.

during the swing phase and a model that describes the dynamics when a leg end
impacts the ground. For simplicity, in the models developed here, the ground is
assumed to be flat [32, 18].

0.1

Lagrangian Swing Phase Model

The swing phase model corresponds to a pinned open kinematic chain. For simplicity, it is assumed that only symmetric gaits are of interest, and hence it does
not matter which leg end is pinned. The swapping of the roles of the legs can be
accounted for in the impact model.
Let Q be the N -dimensional configuration manifold of the robot when the
stance leg end is acting as a pivot and let q : pq1 ;    ; qN q P Q be a set of
generalized coordinates. Denote the potential and kinetic energies by V pq q and
9 respectively, where the inertia matrix D is positive definite
K pq, q9q  12 q9T Dpq qq,
on Q. The dynamic model is easily obtained with the method of Lagrange,

yielding the mechanical model
Dpq qq:

C pq, q9qq9

Gpq q  Bu,

(1)

where u  pu1 ;    ; uk q P Rk is the vector of input torques, and B, the torque
distribution matrix, is assumed to be constant with rank 1 ¤ k
N . Recall
that the foot is modeled as an unactuated point contact, with one, two, or there
degrees of freedom.
The model is written in state space form by defining


x9


 : f p xq



q9
D1 pq q rC pq, q9qq9  Gpq q

B pq qus

g pxqu

(2)
(3)

where x : pq; q9q. The state space of the model is X  T Q. For each x P X , g pxq
is a 2N  k matrix. In natural coordinates pq; q9q for T Q, g is independent of q.
9
0.2

Impact Model

The impact of the swing leg with the ground at the end of a step is represented
with the rigid perfectly inelastic contact model of [24]. This model effectively
collapses the impact phase to an instant in time. The impact forces are consequently represented by impulses, and a discontinuity or jump is allowed in the
velocity component of the robot’s state, with the configuration variables remaining continuous or constant during the impact. Since we are assuming a symmetric
walking gait, we can avoid having to use two swing phase models—one for each
leg playing the role of the stance leg—by relabeling the robot’s coordinates at
impact. The coordinates must be relabeled because the roles of the legs must be
swapped. Immediately after swapping, the former swing leg is in contact with
the ground and is poised to take on the role of the stance leg [46, 12, 2]. The
relabeling of the generalized coordinates is given by a matrix, R, acting on q
with the property that RR  I, i.e., R is a circular matrix. The result of the
impact and the relabeling of the states provides an expression
x

 ∆p x  q

(4)

where x : pq ; q9 q (resp. x : pq  ; q9 q) is the state value just after (resp.
just before) impact and
∆px q :



∆q q 

∆q9 pq  q q9



.

(5)

The impact map is linear in the generalized velocities. Further details are given
in [46].

0.3

Overall Hybrid Model

A hybrid model of walking is obtained by combining the swing phase model
and the impact model to form a system with impulse effects. Assume that the
trajectories of the swing phase model possess finite left and right limits, and
denote them by x ptq : limτ Õt xpτ q and x ptq : limτ ×t xpτ q, respectively.
The model is then
#

Σ:

x9  f pxq

x  ∆px q,

g pxqu,

x

RS

x P S,

(6)

where the switching set is chosen to be
S : tpq, q9q P T Q | pz2 pq q  0, p9z2 pq, q9q

0u.

(7)

In words, a trajectory of the hybrid model is specified by the swing phase model
until an impact occurs. An impact occurs when the state “attains” the set S,
which represents the walking surface. At this point, the impact of the swing leg
with the walking surface results in a very rapid change in the velocity components
of the state vector. The impulse model of the impact compresses the impact
event into an instantaneous moment in time, resulting in a discontinuity in the
velocities. The ultimate result of the impact model is a new initial condition from
which the swing phase model evolves until the next impact. In order for the state
not to be obliged to take on two values at the “impact time”, the impact event
is, roughly speaking, described in terms of the values of the state “just prior to
impact” at time “t ” and “just after impact” at time “t ”. These values are
represented by the left and right limits, x and x , respectively. Solutions are
taken to be right continuous and must have finite left and right limits at each
impact event. Figure 1b gives a graphical representation of this discrete-event
system.
A step of the robot is a solution of (6) that starts with the robot in double
support, ends in double support with the configurations of the legs swapped,
and contains only one impact event. Walking is a sequence of steps.

Physical Constraints and Reduced-order Models
This section reviews how holonomic constraints in a standard Lagrangian
model without control inputs induce a reduced-order (exact) model. Consider a
Lagrangian system
Dpq qq: C pq, q9qq9 Gpq q  0,
(8)
with configuration variables q P Q, an open subset of RN . A regular holonomic
constraint is a twice continuously differentiable function h : Q Ñ Rk such that
Q̃  tq
is non-empty and for each q0

P Q̃
rank

P Q | hpqq  0u
Bhpq0 q  k.
Bq

(9)

(10)

The model (8) has a natural restriction to T Q̃ as a mechanical system with

pN  kq DOF. To compute it, the principle of virtual work says to augment (8)
with a Lagrange multiplier
Dpq qq:

C pq, q9qq9

Gpq q 



Bhpqq
Bq

T

λ,

(11)

where λ is obtained by setting the second derivative of the constraint along
solutions of the model to zero, that is,
0



d2 h
dt2
Bhpqq q:
Bq

B  Bhpqq q
Bq Bq

9

9
q.

(12)

Indeed, substituting the model (11) into (12) and solving for the Lagrange multiplier yields
λ  Λ1 pq q



Bhpqq D1 pqqC pq, qqq
Bq
9

where
Λpq q 



9


Bhpqq
B
Gpq q 
Bq Bq q

9

Bhpqq D1 pqq Bhpqq T
Bq
Bq



q9 ,

(13)

(14)

is automatically invertible from the regularity of h and the positive definiteness
of Dpq q.
The expression for the reduced-order model can be made more explicit if we
assume for simplicity that the holonomic constraint can be expressed as
0  qc  hd pqf q,

(15)

Fc pqf q : F phd pqf q, qf q

(16)

for a choice of configuration variables pqc , qf q, with the constrained coordinates
qc P Qc  Rk , the free coordinates qf P Qf  RN k , and such that a diffeomorphism F : Qc  Qf Ñ Q exists. In this case, the constraint is always regular and
the mapping Fc : Qf Ñ Q given by

is an embedding; moreover, its image defines the constraint manifold in the
configuration space, namely
Q̃  tq

P Q | q  Fc pqf q,

qf

P Qf u ,

(17)

which is diffeomorphic to Qf under Fc .
Applying the configuration constraint along a trajectory of the model yields
a constraint on velocity, which, using the chain rule, can be written as

BFc pqf q q
Bqf f
: Jc pqf qqf .

q9 

9

9

(18)
(19)

In addition, using the chain rule again, there is a constraint on acceleration,
q:  Jc pqf qq:f

Hc pqf , q9f q,

(20)

where Hc pqf , q9f q contains quadratic terms in velocity resulting from the derivative.
Taking into account the constraints on configuration, velocity and acceleration, the reduced-order model on T Qf can be written as
D̃pqf qq:f

H̃ pqf , q9f q  0,

(21)

where


D̃pqf q : Jc pqf qT Dpq qJc pqf qqFc pq q ,

H̃ pqf , q9f q : Jc pqf q

T

and






f

H pq, q9q

Dpq qHc pqf , q9f q  q  F pq q ,
c f
q9  Jc pqf qq9f

H pq, q9q : C pq, q9qq9

Gpq q.

The right-hand side of the dynamic model (21) is zero because the constraints
being satisfied,
0  h  Fc pqf q,
implies that



B
hpq q
0
Jc pqf q
.
Bq
q F p q q
c

(22)

f

The solutions of the reduced-order model (21) are (exact) solutions to the
full-order model (11). Indeed, if pqf ptq; q9f ptqq is a solution of (21), then
q ptq  Fc pqf ptqq

q9ptq  Jc pqf ptqqq9f ptqq
is a solution of (11) with the Lagrange multiplier equal to the unique solution
of (12).

Virtual Constraints and Zero Dynamics
Physical constraints in a mechanism guide the motion along a constraint
surface, but do not impose a specific evolution with respect to time. This property seems particularly well adapted to locomotion. First of all, any attempt to
describe walking, even something as simple as the difference between humanlike walking (knees bent forward) and bird-like walking (knees bent backward),
inevitably leads to a description of the posture or shape of the robot throughout a step. In other words, a description of walking involves at least a partial
specification of the path followed in the configuration space of the biped.
Secondly, in a controller based upon tracking of a time trajectory, if a disturbance were to affect the robot and causes its motion to be retarded with respect

to the planned motion, the feedback system is then obliged to play catch up
in order to regain synchrony with the reference trajectory. Presumably, what
is more important is the orbit of the robot’s motion, that is, the path in state
space traced out by the robot, and not the slavish notion of time imposed by a
reference trajectory (think about how you respond to a heavy gust of wind when
walking). A preferable situation, therefore, would be for the control system in
response to a disturbance to drive the motion back to the periodic orbit, but not
to attempt otherwise re-synchronizing the motion with respect to time.
With these motivations in mind, a controller based on virtual constraints is
now presented. This section parallels the developments in the previous section,
but this time for a model with actuation. In particular, the action of contact
forces and moments is replaced by actuator torques or forces. The imposed constraints will be virtual because they exist as lines of code in an embedded controller and can be modified on the fly without any physical changes to the robot.
While the constraints imposed are virtual, in the authors’ opinion, they are as
natural as physical constraints.
0.4

Virtual constraints

Since the robot has k independent actuators, k virtual constraints can be generated by the actuators. The virtual constraints are expressed as outputs applied
to the model (3), and a feedback controller must be designed that drives asymptotically to zero the output function. In order to emphasize the parallels between
virtual and physical constraints, the output is written as

 hpqq : qc  hd pqf q,
(23)
where qc P Qc  Rk , and qf P Qf  RN k with pqc , qf q forming a set of geny

eralized configuration variables for the robot (i.e., such that a diffeomorphism
F : Qc  Qf Ñ Q exists). The interpretation is that qc represents a collection of
variables that one wishes to “control” or “regulate”, while qf is a complementary
set of variables that remain “free”. Later, a special case of hd pqf q will be introduced that highlights a gait phasing variable, which makes it easier to interpret
the virtual constraint in many instances.
The configuration constraint surface for the virtual constraints is identical to
the case of physical constraints in (17). Adding the velocities to the configuration
variables gives the zero dynamics manifold

 hpqq  0, y  BhBpqqq q  0u
 tpq, qq P T Q |q  Fc pqf q, q  Jc pqf qqf , pqf , qf q P T Qf u,

Z :  tpq, q9q P T Q |y
9

9

9

9

9

9

(24)

which is diffeomorphic to T Qf . The terminology zero dynamics manifold comes
from [8].
The torque u required to remain on the zero dynamics manifold is computed
by substituting the controlled model (1) into (12) and solving for the input

yielding y:  0. This gives
u 

B p q D1 pqqB
Bq

 h q

1 


B
 Bq BhBpqqq q

9

q9

For u to be well defined, the decoupling matrix
Apq q :

Bhpqq D1 pqqH pq, qq
Bq
9

Bhpqq D1 pqqB
Bq

.

(25)

(26)

must be invertible1 . In the case of physical constraints, the invertibility of (14)
was automatic as long as the constraint was regular. With virtual constraints,
the invertibility of the decoupling matrix is not automatic and must be checked.
Numerous examples exist, nevertheless, that show it is straightforward to meet
this condition. Later in the chapter it is shown how to compute the decoupling
matrix without inverting the inertia matrix.
Another difference with physical constraints is that it is possible for the
system to be either initialized off the virtual constraint surface or perturbed
off it. Feedback is therefore required to asymptotically drive the state of the
robot to the constraint surface. The feedforward term u can be modified to an
input-output linearizing controller [46, Chap. 5],
u  u  Apq q1



Kp
y
ε2

Kd
y9 ,
ε

(27)

which results in

Kd
Kp
y9
y  0.
(28)
ε
ε2
A richer set of feedback controllers based on control Lyapunov functions is given
in [5].
Like physical constraints, under certain regularity conditions, virtual constraints induce a low-dimensional invariant model of the swing-phase dynamics.
The low-dimensional model is called the zero dynamics in the nonlinear control
literature [8]. The main novelty required in biped locomotion arises from the
hybrid nature of the models, which gives rise to the hybrid zero dynamics [47].
The zero dynamics of the hybrid model (6) with output (23) are developed in
a two-step process. First, the zero dynamics of the (non-hybrid) nonlinear model
consisting of the swing phase dynamics (3) and the output (23) are characterized,
and then, second, an impact invariance condition is imposed on the swing-phase
zero dynamics manifold in order to obtain the hybrid zero dynamics.
y:

0.5

The Swing Phase Zero Dynamics

The objective is to characterize the swing-phase model (1) restricted to the
constraint surface (24). The zero dynamics, by definition, reflects the internal
1

In the control literature, the output is said to have vector relative degree two. More
general constraints can be handled.

dynamics when the output is identically zero, meaning the system evolves on
the constraint surface. The development is analogous to the case of physical
constraints, once the invertibility of a key matrix is established.
Proposition 1. Let B K be a pN  k q  N matrix of rank N  k such that
B K B  0 and suppose that the decoupling matrix (26) is invertible at a point q.
Then the following matrices are each N  N and have rank N :




Bhpqq
Bq
,
B K D pq q







Bhpqq D1 pqq
Bq
, and
BK

Bhpqq D1 pqq B K T 
Bq
,
T
BK BK

Bhpqq D1 pqqB
Bq
0

The proof is sketched. Multiplying the leftmost matrix by the inverse of
Dpq q gives the matrix in the middle. Multiplying the matrix in the middle by
T
the full rank matrix rB | B K s gives the rightmost matrix. This matrix is full
rank because it is block upper triangular with the upper left block being the
decoupling matrix, which has full rank by assumption, and the lower right block
has full rank by standard properties of matrices. This completes the proof.
Multiplying the leftmost matrix by the Jacobian of Fc : Qf Ñ Q and restricting to the constraint surface gives


Bhpqq J pq q
Bq c f
K
B Dpq qJc pqf q







 p q





q Fc qf




0

K
B Dpq qJc pqf q qF

c

pqf q

,

where (22) has been used. The proposition and the fact that Jc pqf q has rank
N  k give the following result.
Corollary 1. Let B K be a pN  k q N matrix of rank N  k such that B K B  0
and suppose that the decoupling matrix (26) is invertible at a point q  Fc pqf q.
Then the matrix

(29)
M pqf q : B K Dpq qJc pqf qqF pq q ,
c

f

is invertible.
Armed with the corollary, the calculation of the reduced-order model associated with the virtual constraints is very similar to the case of physical constraints.
Multiplying the controlled system (1) on the left by B K as in [39, 38] gives
B K Dpq qq:

B K H pq, q9q  0.

(30)

Using (20) and restricting to Z gives
B K Dpq qJc pqf qq:f

B K rDpq qHc pqf , q9f q



H pq, q9qs  0 q

 Fc pqf q ,
q  Jc pqf qqf
9

(31)

9

yielding a second-order model analogous to (21),
M pqf qq:f

Hzero pqf , q9f q  0,

(32)

where


Hzero pqf , q9f q : B K rDpq qHc pqf , q9f q

H pq, q9qs q

 Fc pqf q .
q  Jc pqf qqf
9

9

From this equation, a state variable model for the zero dynamics can be
obtained. Selecting
 
 
z
q
z  1 : f
q9f
z2
gives


z9


: fzero pzq.

z2
M 1 pz1 qHzero pz1 , z2 q



(33)
(34)

An alternative form for the zero dynamics can be obtained from the Lagrangian nature of (1). Let
1 T
q9 Dpq qq9  V pq q
2

Lpq, q9q 

denote the Lagrangian of the model. Then from Lagrange’s equation
d K BL
B
dt
Bq9

 B K BBLq ,

because B K Bu  0. The term B K BBLq9 is a form of generalized angular momentum.
Restricting to the zero dynamics manifold gives
σ9 f

 κpqf , qf q,
9

where
σf : M pqf qq9f
κpqf , q9f q : B K

BLpq, qq 
Bq  q  Fc pqf q .
q  Jc pqf qqf
9

9

9

Choosing the zero dynamics coordinates as
z





z1
z2



:



qf
σf



gives


M 1 pz1 qz2
κ̄pz1 , z2 q


: fzero pzq,
where κ̄pz1 , z2 q  κpz1 , M 1 pz1 qz2 q.
z9



(35)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: In (a) hybrid invariant manifold. In (b), as ||y ptq; y9 ptq|| tends to zero, the
solution of the closed-loop system approaches the zero dynamics manifold, Z.

0.6

The Hybrid Zero Dynamics

To obtain the hybrid zero dynamics, the zero dynamics manifold must be invariant under the impact map, that is
∆pS X Z q  Z.

(36)

This condition means that when a solution evolving on Z meets the switching
surface, S, the new initial condition arising from the impact map is once again
on Z.
Definition 1 (Hybrid zero dynamics [47]). Consider the hybrid model (6)
and output (23). Suppose that the decoupling matrix (26) is invertible and let
Z and z9  fzero pz q be the associated zero dynamics manifold and zero dynamics
of the swing phase model. Suppose that S X Z is a smooth, co-dimension one,
embedded submanifold of Z. Suppose furthermore that ∆pS X Z q  Z. Then the
nonlinear system with impulse effects,
#

Σzero :

z9
z

 fzero pzq,
 ∆zero pz q,

z

RS XZ

z  P S X Z,

(37)

with ∆zero : ∆|S XZ , is the hybrid zero dynamics.
The invariance condition (36) is equivalent to
0 h  ∆q pq q
0


h q̄ 
q 

Bpq
B q̄∆ pqq ∆q pqq q
9

q

9

(38)
(39)

for all pq; q9q satisfying
hpq q  0,
pz2 pq q  0,

Bhpqq q 0
Bq
pz2 pq, q q 0.

(40)

9

9

(41)

9

At first glance, these conditions appear to be very hard to meet. In the case of
models with one degree of underactuation (i.e., k  N  1), however, it is known
that if a single non-trivial solution of the zero dynamics satisfies these conditions,
then all solutions of the zero dynamics will satisfy them [46, Thm. 5.2]. In the case
of systems with more than one degree of underactuation, systematic methods
have been developed which modify the virtual constraints “at the boundary”
and allow the conditions to be met [28]. Very straightforward implementations
of the result are presented in a robotics context in [12] and [18].
Remark: When low-dimensional pendulum models are used for gait design, they
approximate the swing phase dynamics and the impact map is ignored. The zero
dynamics is an exact low-dimensional model that captures the underactuated
nature of the robot. Presumably, one could use it without insisting on the impact
invariance condition (36). To the knowledge of the authors, this has not been
done.

0.7

Calculating the Feedback Controller

An alternative expression for the torque u on the zero dynamics manifold can
be given. Let B be the pseudoinverse of the full rank matrix B. Then
u  B Dpq qJc pqf qq:f

B

rH pq, qq
9

Dpq qHc pqf , q9f qs




q

 Fc pqf q .
q  Jc pqf qqf
9

(42)

9

In other words, the control signal required to remain on the zero dynamics
manifold can be recovered directly from knowledge of the solution to any one
of (32), (34), or (35). In particular, it is not necessary to explicitly compute the
decoupling matrix.
A similar expression can be developed to calculate the torque ensuring convergence toward the zero dynamics surface, once again without explicitly computing the decoupling matrix. The important advantage over (27) is that the
matrix to invert has dimension equal to the unactuated degrees of freedom in
the model, which is typically much smaller than N or k.
Suppose that the control objective is
y:  Γ py, y9 q;

(43)

a special case would be (28). By definition of the virtual constraint, the output
and its derivatives are

 qc  hd pqf q,
Bhd pqf q q ,
y  qc 
Bqf f

B
hd pqf q
B
Bhd pqf q q
y  qc 
qf 
Bqf
Bqf Bqf f
y
9

9

9

:

:

:

(44)
(45)
q9f .

9

(46)

Using equation (43) to define y,
: it follows that the acceleration of the controlled
variable in closed-loop satisfies
q:c


 BhBdqpqf q qf BBq BhBdqpqf q qf
f
f
f
:

9

Γ py, y9 q,

q9f

(47)

where y and y9 are computed in (44) and (45).
Turning now to the dynamic model (1), and using

 F pqc , qf q,
BF pqc , qf q q BF pqc , qf q q ,
q
B qc c
Bqf f
BF pqc , qf q q BF pqc , qf q q
q
B qc c
Bqf f

q

9

9

9

:

:

:

(48)
(49)
Ψ pqc , qf , q9c , q9f q

(50)

Ω pqc , qf , q9c , q9f , y, y9 q  Bu,

(51)

in combination with (47) results in
s pqc , qf qJr pqc , qf qq:f
D

where



D q 

p

q p q
q F pq ,q q
B
F pqc , qf q B hd pqf q B F pqc , qf q
Jr pqc , qf q 
Bqc  Bqf  Bqf
B Bhd pqf q q
s pqc , qf q B F pqc , qf q
Ω pqc , qf , qc , qf , y, y q  D
Bq
Bq
Bq f
s qc , qf
D

c

9

9

f

q9f

9

9

c

Γ py, y9 q

Ψ pqc , qf , q9c , q9f q

f



s pqc , qf , q9c , q9f q
H

BF pqc , qf q  qc   qc 
qf
Bpqc , qf q Bpqc, qf q qf

s pqc , qf , qc , qf q  C pq, q qq Gpq q
H
 q  F pqc , qf q
q  BF pBqq ,q q qc BF pBqq ,q q qf
Ψ pqc , qf , q9c , q9f q 
9

9



f

B

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Multiplying (51) on the left by the full rank matrix


BK
B



c

c

f

9

c

f

f

9

gives
s pqc , qf qJr pqc , qf qq:f
BKD

p

q p

q

s qc , qf Jr qc , qf q:f
B D

B K Ω pqc , qf , q9c , q9f , y, y9 q  0

B Ω pqc , qf , q9c , q9f , y, y9 q  u.

(52)
(53)

It follows that a feedback control law achieving (43) is
s pqc , qf qJr pqc , qf qv
uB D

v



s pqc , qf qJr pqc , qf q
BKD

B Ω pqc , qf , q9c , q9f , y, y9 q

1

B K Ω pqc , qf , q9c , q9f , y, y9 q.

(54)
(55)

This form of the feedback law only requires the inversion of an pN  k qpN  k q
matrix, where the size corresponds to the number of unactuated coordinates.
Corollary 1 guarantees that the matrix is invertible near the zero dynamics
manifold. A uniqueness result in [8] implies that u in (54) when restricted to Z
is equal to u in (25) and (42).
Remark: Commonly, qc and qf are a linear function of q, which then greatly
simplifies many of the above equations.

Stability Analysis with Hybrid Zero Dynamics
This section first presents the relation between the stability of a periodic
solution in the full-order model and in the hybrid zero dynamics. The stability
of periodic orbits within the hybrid zero dynamics is subsequently analyzed.
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Closed-loop stability with zero dynamics

Consider a Lipschitz continuous feedback law
u  αpx, q

(56)

that depends on a tuning parameter  ¡ 0 and apply it to the model (6). Let
P  : S Ñ S be the Poincaré (return) map2 of the closed-loop system, defined
in the usual way. For a given  ¡ 0, x P S is a fixed point if P  px q  x ,
which is well-known to be equivalent to the existence of a periodic solution of
the closed-loop system.
The feedback (56) is compatible with the zero dynamics if
αpx, q|Z

 u pxq|Z .

(57)

In this case, if ∆px q P Z, then the periodic solution is independent of the tuning
parameter . Based on [5], the feedback is said to drive the virtual constraints
rapidly exponentially to zero if there exist constants β ¡ 0 and γ ¡ 0 such that,
for each  ¡ 0, there exists δ ¡ 0, such for all x0 P Bδ p∆px qq,

||ypt, x0 q, ypt, x0 q|| ¤ β e t ||yp0q, yp0q||.
9

2

γ


9

(58)

It is in general a partial map and depends on the tuning parameter through the
feedback (56). It is defined by starting with a point in S, applying the impact map,
using this as an initial condition of the closed-loop ODE, and following the flow until
it first crosses S at time TI ; see [46, Chap. 4] for a careful definition.

Theorem 1. ([28], [5]) Determining Closed-loop Stability from the HZD)
Suppose that the virtual constraints (23) satisfy
(a) the decoupling matrix is invertible,
(b) the associated zero dynamics manifold Z is hybrid invariant, and
(c) there exists a point x P S X Z giving rise to a periodic orbit.
Assume moreover that the feedback (56)
(d) is compatible with the zero dynamics in the sense of (57) and
(e) drives the virtual constraints rapidly exponentially to zero.
Then there exists ¯ ¡ 0 such that for 0



¯, the following are equivalent:

i) the periodic orbit is locally exponentially stable;
ii) x is an exponentially stable fixed point of P  ; and
iii) x is an exponentially stable fixed point of ρ,
where the restricted Poincaré map
ρ : P  |S XZ

(59)

is the Poincaré map of the hybrid zero dynamics, is independent of the feedback,
and hence is also independent of .
l

Remark: It is re-emphasized that periodic orbits of the hybrid zero dynamics are
periodic orbits of the full-dimensional model. Two feedback controllers are provided in [27, 47] for exponentially stabilizing these orbits in the full-dimensional
model, (3), and a third family of feedback controllers is presented in [5].
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Special Case of One Degree of Underactuation

When there is only one degree of underactuation, the restricted Poincaré map
ρ : P  |S XZ is one-dimensional and can be computed in closed form. While one
degree of underactuation is primarily a “planar” (2D) robot phenomenon, it has
also been used in 3D robots [42] with both single and (nontrivial) double support
phases.
The analysis here is from [46, Chap. 6], which shows that in the case of onedegree of underactuation, the zero dynamics can be written in a particularly
simple form. Let θ be a configuration variable tied to the world frame, such as
the absolute angle of the line connecting the stance hip to the end of the stance
leg, and let σ be the generalized angular momentum conjugate to θ. Then in the
coordinates pθ, σ q, (35) becomes

 κ1 pθqσ
σ  κ2 pθq,
θ9

(60a)

9

(60b)

where κ2 is now independent of angular momentum. Assume the virtual constraints have been selected such that the zero dynamics admit a periodic orbit,
as in Theorem 1. It can be shown that θ9 and σ will not change signs. Assume
furthermore there exists a single point θ such that the swing foot height decreases to zero, with a strictly negative impact velocity in the vertical direction.
In this case, [46, Chap. 6] shows that the impact surface in the zero dynamics
can be written
(
S X Z  pθ ; σ  q | σ  P R .
(61)
For pθ ; σ  q P S X Z, let

pθ

;σ

q  ∆zero pθ ; σ q.

The impact map of Sect. 0.2, which is based on [24], respects conservation of
angular momentum (see [46, Eqn. (3.20)]). It follows that
σ

 σ

mdz9 

(62)

where d is the distance between the feet (measured along the x-axis) and z9 the
vertical velocity of the center of mass just before impact. In general, z9 is linear
9 Hence,
with respect to joint velocities, and on Z, it is therefore proportional to θ.
using (60a) and the chain rule,
σ
σ

pθ q κ pθ qσ
 σ md dzdθ
1

: δzero σ ,

(63)
(64)

where it is noted that δzero 1 when z9  0, that is, when the vertical velocity
of the center of mass is directed downward at the end of the step.
The hybrid zero dynamics is thus given by (60) during the swing phase, and
at impact with S X Z, the re-initialization rule (64) is applied. For θ ¤ ξ1 ¤ θ ,
define
»θ
κ2 pξ q
Vzero pθq : 
dξ.
(65)
κ
1 pξ q
θ
A straightforward computation shows that Lzero : Kzero  Vzero [47], where
Kzero

 12 σ2 ,

(66)

is a Lagrangian of the swing-phase zero dynamics (60). This implies, in particular, that the total energy Ezero : Kzero Vzero is constant along solutions of the
swing-phase zero dynamics. Note that the energy Ezero is not the total energy of
the initial system evaluated on the zero dynamics. Indeed, the total energy of the
original system is not constant along solutions because actuator power is being
injected to create the virtual constraints. One might call Ezero pseudo-energy; it
relation to stability is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The analysis of periodic orbits of the hybrid zero dynamics is based on the
restricted Poincaré map. Take the Poincaré section to be S X Z and let
ρ:S XZ

ÑS XZ

(67)

Fig. 3: A qualitative look at stability through pseudo energy [46]. The zero dynamics is Lagrangian, and thus throughout the single support phase, the corresponding total energy Vzero pθq 12 σ 2 is constant. At impact, the change in total
energy depends on the angular momentum through δzero σ  and the potential
energy through Vzero pθ q. The total energy corresponding to the periodic orbit
is Vzero pθ q 21 pσ  q2 . Convergence to this total energy level occurs if the angular
momentum decreases during impact, namely, δzero 1. From the expression for
the existence of a periodic orbit, δzero 1 is equivalent to Vzero pθ q 0.
denote the Poincaré (first return) map of the hybrid zero dynamics. Using the
fact that the total energy Ezero is constant along solutions of the swing phase
zero dynamics, the Poincaré map is shown in [46, pp. 129] to be
2
ρpζ  q  δzero
ζ   Vzero pθ q,

where ζ  :

where

1
2

(68)

pσ q2 , and its domain of definition is
 2
(
max
ζ   Vzero
¡0 ,
Dzero  ζ  ¡ 0  δzero
max
Vzero
:

max
θ

¤θ¤θ

(69)

Vzero pθq.

2
The domain Dzero is non-empty if, and only if, δzero
the fixed point of (68),
Vzero pθ q
ζ  : 
,
2
1  δzero

(70)
2
¡ 0. Whenever δzero

1,
(71)

will be exponentially stable as long as it belongs to Dzero . The conditions for
there to exist an exponentially stable periodic orbit of (37) are thus
2
δzero
Vzero pθ q
2
1  δzero

0

2
δzero

max
Vzero

1.

0

(72a)
(72b)

Remark: In the case of a single degree of underactuation, (62)-(64) imply that
the stability of the periodic orbit in the zero dynamics is determined by the direction of the vertical velocity of the center of mass at the end of the step, and
is essentially independent of the particular choice of virtual constraints used to

realize the orbit. Stated a bit more precisely, different choices of qc , qf and hd
in (23), each with an invertible decoupling matrix, and each defining a virtual
constraint that is identically zero along the same periodic orbit, will result in a
hybrid zero dynamics with the same stability properties. Other aspects of the
transient behavior, such as the basin of attraction or how much control effort is
required to return to the periodic orbit, may be different.
Remark: The motion corresponding to the 3D linear inverted pendulum (3DLIP), widely used in control of humanoid robots, constrains the center of mass
such that z ptq is constant. From (63), a similar motion in the zero dynamics
would result in δzero  1, and consequently, would not be exponentially stable.
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Higher degrees of underactuation

When two or more degrees of underactuation are considered, the dimension
of the zero dynamics is then greater than or equal to four, and the restricted
Poincaré map (59) can no longer be computed in closed form. While its numerical
calculation remains a valid means to analyze the stability of a periodic solution,
it is more challenging to extract information for synthesis of a gait. In addition,
when there are two or more degrees of underactuation, it has been shown that
stability of a periodic motion within the zero dynamics does indeed depend
on the choice of the virtual constraints, in contrast to the case of one degree
of underactuation analyzed above. Reference [12] gives two choices of virtual
constraints that result in the same periodic solution of the robot, and yet the
periodic orbit is asymptotically stable for one of the choices and unstable for the
other; see [6] for additional examples. In each of the cited examples, stability was
recovered by judiciously modifying a virtual constraint in the “frontal plane”.
In the case of one degree of underactuation, the freedom coming from the
fact that the joint path is controlled but not the time evolution along the path,
compensates the underactuation: any path can be followed and the corresponding time evolution along it is unique [9], though not freely assignable. Different
virtual constraints restraining the robot’s configuration to the same path result
in the same dynamic behavior. With higher degrees of underactuation, the virtual constraint does not define a unique path in the configuration space, but
instead a surface of higher dimension. A periodic trajectory induces a periodic
orbit in the state space that belongs to a continuum of virtual constraints defining different surfaces that each include this path. As a consequence, different
dynamic behaviors will be obtained.
In a certain sense, the fact that stability depends on the choice of virtual
constraints is the more natural situation. The surprise was really that for one
degree of underactuation, the periodic orbit itself determines closed-loop stability
when designing controllers on the basis of virtual constraints. The next section
discusses work in [1] that shows how to systematically search through a family of
virtual constraints to find stabilizing solutions, with no restrictions of the degree
of underactuation. In parallel to this work, the selection of virtual constraints
and switching conditions in order to obtain “self-synchronization” of frontal and

sagittal plane motions of an underactuated 3D biped is explored in [34], along
with regulation of the “pseudo energy” (66).

Design of the Virtual Constraints
This section addresses how to make a concrete choice of the virtual constraints so as to achieve a periodic walking gait that satisfies important physical
conditions.
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Starting with an existing periodic trajectory

Assume that xptq  pq ptq; q9ptqq, for 0 ¤ t T is a periodic solution of (3) that
has already been computed and verified to meet required conditions on ground
reaction forces, actuators bounds, etc. Let
θ:QÑR

(73)

be such that its derivative along the periodic trajectory is never zero. θ is called
a gait timing variable or a gait phasing variable. Without loss of generality, assume that θ9ptq ¡ 0, and thus θ is strictly increasing along the periodic solution.
Let pqc , qf q be a choice of regulated and free variables such that pqc , θq are independent functions in the sense that their Jacobian has full rank. Then [46,
Thm. 6.2, pp. 163] gives an explicit construction of a virtual constraint of the
form
y  qc  hd pθq
(74)
that vanishes along the trajectory. Moreover, if the associated decoupling matrix
is invertible, then the zero dynamics exists and the periodic orbit belongs to the
zero dynamics.
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Design via parameter optimization

A periodic solution and the virtual constraints can be designed simultaneously
by introducing a finite parametrization of the output (23). In particular, the
function hd is constructed from Bézier polynomials, which in turn introduces
free parameters α into the hybrid zero dynamics (37),
#

Σzero,α :
through

z9
z

 fzero,α pzq,
 ∆pz q,

z

R S X Zα

z  P S X Zα ,

hα pq q : qc  hd pqf , αq.

(75)

(76)

A minimum-energy-like cost criterion
J pα q 

1
step length

» step duration
0

||uα ptq||22 dt

(77)

is posed, where uα is determined from (42), which is much less computationally
demanding than (25). It is still true that uα is the unique input to the model (3)
constraining the solution to the zero dynamics surface. Parameter optimization
is then used to (locally) minimize the cost J pαq subject to various equality and
inequality constraints to prescribe walking at a desired average speed, with the
unilateral forces on the support leg lying in the allowed friction cone, bounds
on actuator torques are respected, a minimum swing foot clearance is achieved,
and the solution is periodic [46, 12, 33].
A solution to the optimization problem results in a set of virtual constraints,
namely (76) for a value α , and a periodic orbit of the zero dynamics. In addition,
through (27), a controller is produced for the full-dimensional model. Figure 4
shows a typical stable limit cycle of the closed-loop hybrid system.
References [18, 13] show how to include common gait perturbations, such as
terrain variations, into the optimization. The cost function (77) on the periodic orbit is augmented with terms that account for additional solutions of the
model responding to perturbations. In this way, a controller is designed that not
only creates a periodic solution on level ground, for example, but also responds
appropriately to terrain height changes, slopes, and other perturbations.
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Systematic search of virtual constraints that guarantee
stability

In the case of one degree of underactuation, one can impose the stability con2
1, on the optimization problem (77), though experience
straint, 0
δzero
shows that it is rarely necessary to do so because the pendulum-like evolution
of a biped’s center of mass usually results in its velocity pointing downward at
the end of the step. On the other hand, when there are two or more degrees of
underactuation, the periodic solution resulting from the optimization problem
may not be stabilized by the particular set of virtual constraints used in the optimization problem, though the same periodic solution may be stabilized by some
other choice of virtual constraints [12]. The method of [1, 7] for systematically
searching for stabilizing virtual constraints is briefly outlined.
Assume once again that xptq  pq ptq; q9ptqq, for 0 ¤ t T is a periodic solution
of (3), and that a choice of gait phasing variable (73) has been made. Let qc pθq
and qf pθq be the values of the regulated and free variables, respectively, along
the periodic orbit, and let H pξ q be a k  pN  k q matrix, depending smoothly
on a vector of parameters ξ P Rp . The parameterized virtual constraint
y

 hpq, ξq : qc  qc pθq

H pξ q pqf

 qf pθqq

(78)

vanishes on the periodic orbit for all values of the parameter vector ξ. The matrix H pξ q forms linear combinations of the free variables, such as roll or yaw, for
example. When H pξ  q  0, (78) reduces to the nominal virtual constraint resulting from the optimization problem (77), for example. More genereally, hpq, ξ q
could be any smooth function that vanishes on the periodic orbit for all allowed
values of the parameters: the linear combinations suggested in (78) are just one
straightforward way to build a family of such functions [12].

Assuming invertibility of the decoupling matrix for a value of ξ, say ξ  ,
the resulting Poincaré map will have a fixed point that is independent of the
parameters, that is
x  P px , ξ q, @ξ P Rp near ξ  .
(79)
By Taylor’s Theorem, it follows that the Jacobian of the Poincaré map can be
expanded about ξ  as

B P p x , ξ q  A
0
Bx

p
¸



Ai pξi  ξi q .

(80)

i 1

Reference [1] shows how to compute the sensitivity matrices tA0 , A1 , . . . , Ap u,
and how to determine if there is a value of ξ near ξ  resulting in the sum of
matrices on the right having eigenvalues in the unit circle. Reference [7] shows
how the same analysis can be performed on the restricted Poincaré map, which
is perhaps philosophically more satisfying as it is based on the low dimensional
pendulum-like dynamics of the underactuated portion of the model.
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Event-based control

An alternative method to stabilize a periodic solution is to modify the virtual
constraints step to step. To do this, one introduces parameters β into the virtual
constraints
y  hpq, β q
(81)
in such a way that they alter step length, step width, or torso lean angle, for
example [46, 12]. In this case, the parameters β do modify the periodic orbit, as
opposed to the approach of the previous subsection. The Poincaré map results
in a discrete-time control system
xk
If x

1

 P pxk , βk q.

(82)

 P px , β  q is a fixed point, then an event-based control action of the form
βk

 β

K p xk  x q

(83)

can be designed on the basis of a Jacobian linearization of (82). The same analysis and design can be carried out with the restricted Poincaré map [46, pp. 107].
A potential limiting factor in using event-based control is that the updates
required for stability are only made when the solution crosses a Poincaré section, though this can be partly mitigated by using a Poincaré section at mid
stance, for example, instead of (7). The event-based nature of the updates can
induce delays in dealing with perturbations. Because velocity estimates are often
“noisy”, smoothing must be considered when sampling the state vector, which
can also induce phase lag.

(a) simulation

(b) experiment

Fig. 4: Example limit cycles of a 5-link robot with a zero-dynamics controller.
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Further results

Many results have not been adequately covered in this overview. The hybrid
models of bipedal robots typically have multiple domains [21]. The use of virtual
constraints and hybrid zero dynamics in this context can be found in [46, 41, 25]
and references therein. Emphasis on non-trivial double support phases is found in
[22]. Fully actuated robots are treated in [46, 44, 25]. Composition of motions as
a means to handle aperiodic (uneven) terrain is featured in [48, 29]. Series elastic
actuators are treated in [30, 40, 41, 33, 31]. Nonholonomic virtual constraints have
just been introduced in [17]; they allow swing foot placement to be planned as a
function of velocity. A systematic means to get started with virtual constraints
is provided in Appendix A of [46].

Experimental Data
To date, virtual constraints and hybrid zero dynamics have been implemented
on eight bipedal robots and two lower-limb prostheses. Figure 4 shows an example limit cycle. Videos of experiments for the robots Rabbit, MABEL, and
MARLO are available at [19]. Videos of experiments for the robots AMBER-1,
AMBER-2, NAO, and DURUS are available at [4]. Videos of experiments for
the robot ERNIE are available at [36]. Videos of experiments for the lower-limb
prostheses AMPRO and the Vanderbilt Leg are available at [4] and [14], respectively.
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